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ABSTRACT 
Sound is potentially an effective way of analysing data and 
it is possible to simultaneously interpret layers of sounds 
and identify changes. Multiple attempts to use sound with 
scientific data have been made, with varying levels of 
success. On many occasions this was done without 
including the end user during the development. In this study 
a sonified model of the 8 planets of our solar system was 
built and tested using an end user approach. The 
sonification was created for the Esplora Planetarium, which 
is currently being constructed in Malta. The data 
requirements were gathered from a member of the 
planetarium staff, and 12 end users, as well as the 
planetarium representative tested the sonification. The 
results suggest that listeners were able to discern various 
planetary characteristics without requiring any additional 
information. Three out of eight sound design parameters 
did not represent characteristics successfully. These issues 
have been identified and further development will be 
conducted in order to improve the model. 
1. INTRODUCTION
Sonification of Scientific Data has gradually become more 
established since 1985 [01]. The large amounts of data that 
make up the basis of cosmic research suggest that 
sonification may be a suitable tool for data analysis, where 
the technique has been used to an increasing extent. For 
members of the general public spectacular images of the 
planets and other space related phenomena could 
potentially be sonically enhanced to include additional data 
not easily conveyed through traditional imagery. These 
sonic signatures might not only increase the entertainment 
value, but also help educationally. It may also improve 
accessibility, by providing a richer experience for those 
who are visually impaired. Sonification acts like a sound 
effect in a film where it enhances or indicates the nature of 
a particular parameter. For example if taking a scene from a 
film where the sound of a steam engine is heard but is not 
represented visually on screen then the viewer still feels 
that there is a steam engine in that particular scene and can 
relate to it.  
1.1. Sonification and Planetariums 
Scientists, composers and sound artists have explored and 
implemented sonification in planetariums usually in the 
form of installations, exhibits or performances based on 
musical compositions. These sonifications offered an 
educational and entertainment value to the audiences. 
Through sonification, abstract concepts like planetary 
movements, can be made more tangible and 
comprehensible to the general public. Since many 
sonifications have been created as artistic pieces a certain 
degree of scepticism from scientists has made them wary of 
using sonification as a scientific tool. Barrass [2] refers to 
the conflict between the more traditional scientific view 
with relation to data analysis and the new view, which 
embraces the advantages of the human auditory system and 
its cultural significance. There is a fine line between 
sonification as a means of scientific exploration and merely 
being perceived as a popular mass media marketing tool.   
       Out of the 58 examples of sonification that have been 
mentioned by Dubus and Bresin [3] the majority of these 
are related to scientific applications. In this list of examples 
it is interesting to note that only three sonifications related 
to astronomical sciences are mentioned. When compared to 
other areas of scientific study sonification ranks as one of 
the poorer fields of science. Considering the large amounts 
of data involved in astrophysics the use of sonification in 
this field can be explored in more detail. The difficulty 
arises when trying to find the right balance between artistic 
input and sonifications that are usable in scientific data 
analysis. It is for this reason that an end user approach was 
adopted for this study.	 
1.2. Sonification 
The multidimensional and multidirectional nature of 
hearing, or the spherical nature of sound as described by 
Sterne [4], allows for a number of characteristics of 
sonified data to be recognised. By listening to data it is 
possible to perceive patterns and structures that may not be 
apparent using visual methods. Certain sounds can be 
relegated to the background and given lower priority 
allowing the user to carry out other tasks while listening. 
There is also the ability to filter out certain sounds in order 
to be able to focus on specific sounds within a dataset [5]. 
By intentionally not discerning individual sounds, complex 
sounds can be perceived as a whole allowing the listener to 
hear multiple audio streams in parallel. Sensitivity to high 
temporal and high frequency resolution makes us distinctly 
sensitive to rhythm and pitch allowing listeners to 
distinguish minute changes in details and enables the use of 
complex datasets. From slight changes in sound, users can 
detect a variation in data through which the listener can 
convey the parameters affected. Apart from being able to 
handle other tasks while listening to data, there is also the 
advantage that it is possible to listen to data without having 
to look at a screen or to even be seated in front it which is 
ideal for distance monitoring [6]. Hermann and Hunt [7] 
mention how humans are capable of identifying sound 
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sources, spoken words and melodies under noisy 
conditions. Sound can be a tool for navigation in a fixed 
image as it portrays movement and offers spatiality. Time 
dimension is also well supported by sound mapping. Sound 
can be a potent means of allowing users to create mental 
image associations and this in turn strengthens memory [8]. 
It is also advantageous from the point of view of data 
storage where a single channel of uncompressed 640 x 480 
video equals 200 channels of CD quality audio [9].  	
1.3. Hearing in relation to Sonification 
Considering the sophistication of human hearing, sound can 
potentially be utilised effectively in the process of data 
analysis. Sound parameters can be attributed to data in 
order to represent various characteristics. In Table 1 basic 
elements of hearing as described by Levitin [10], are 
compared to sonification mappings that were used in a 
number of sonification projects that have been listed and 
categorised by Dubus and Bresin, [3]. It is worth noting that 
the sonification mappings can vary accordingly and are not 
necessarily arbitrary, and it is often the sound designer who 
designates the various parameters according to need. Dubus 
and Bresin have managed to show that the majority of 
projects used certain mappings related to specific 
parameters consistently. 
      The above mentioned sonification mapping parameters 
have been used in the sonification process of cosmic data, 
such as the sonification of Kepler space telescope star data 
[11] where the brightness values of certain stars were
observed over long periods of time. Fluctuations in the
brightness values indicated that planets were passing
between the Kepler telescope and the star that was being
observed. In order to sonify the data the software
‘Sonification Sandbox’ was used. ‘Sandbox’ is multi-
purpose software used for sonifying data. It allows users to
map data to multiple auditory parameters such as timbre,
pitch, volume and pan.
Table 1: - The relationship between hearing and sonification 
mapping possibilities 
Parameter Sonification Mapping 
Loudness Proximity, size, importance, energy 
Pitch Location, size, orientation, velocity, motion, size, distinction 
Contour This would represent the overall sonification 
Rhythm Intensity, density, speed 
Tempo Velocity, event rate 
Timbre Proximity, intensity, importance 
Reverberation Motion, location, proximity, spatialization 
Sources:  Levitin, [10] and Dubus & Bresin, [3] 
      One of the most commonly used techniques of 
sonification in Astronomy is Audification. NASA has 
published numerous examples of audification, such as those 
from waves captured by the Cassini spacecraft as it travelled 
through our solar system. There are various examples of 
different solar system phenomena like solar winds, sounds 
from Jupiter, Saturn, the moons of Titan, Encaledus, the 
rings of Saturn and the Voyager 1 recordings from outside 
the heliosphere of our solar system (The heliosphere is the 
sun’s magnetic field inflated to gargantuan proportions by 
solar winds [12]). These radio waves have been transposed 
by software platforms such as xSonify and brought into the 
human range of hearing [13]. Data like these can be 
immediately transposed in pitch. For example, readings 
from Jupiter of radio-astronomy data led to the discovery of 
whistlers, hiss and chorus.   
1.4. Sonification of Astronomical Phenomena 
Dubus and Bresin [3] describe how scientists are becoming 
more accustomed to using sonification as an analysis tool 
and that the community of researchers using this new tool 
has grown substantially. Out of the few sonifications made 
for space physicists none have been designed and tested 
with the end user [14]. This results in the sonifications 
being inadequate for the task of data representation and end 
up not being used. Dubus and Bresin [3] make reference to 
comments by Scaletti [15] where she states that sound 
attributed to data can only be called sonification once it has 
been done with the intent of understanding or 
communicating something about the original information.    
      The use of sonification in discerning space data is 
growing but not a new field. Donald Gurnett has been 
sonifying data from spacecraft for decades [16]. It was 
believed that space was a vacuum and therefore sound was 
unable to travel through it [17] but it has now been 
discovered that space is not a total vacuum and that stuff 
does exist between the stars at very low densities and 
pressures which makes the sound waves inaudible, but sound 
waves can actually travel through space [18]. This argument 
is further supported by Professor Carolin Crawford [19] and 
in a presentation entitled ‘The Sounds of the Universe’ she 
states that, “sound can be used as a diagnostic of cosmic 
phenomena, indirectly tracing the behaviour of 
astronomical objects: - whether the presence of lightning on 
Jupiter, or the physical structure inside distant stars.”  
      Crawford [19] argues that sound is an effective means 
of illustrating certain aspects of astronomy, in particular 
radio signals. She also referred to the capability of sound to 
transfer significant amounts of energy across vast volumes 
of space. During this presentation Professor Crawford plays 
numerous examples of “sounds from space” but emphasizes 
the fact that hardly any of the sounds played during her 
lecture are the actual sounds recorded from space. Some of 
the sounds never existed. They are conversions of natural 
radio signals, which are part of the electromagnetic 
spectrum, into sound. For example, a recording of radio 
transmissions from the sun have to be speeded up 42,000 
times from 0.1 Hz to 4.2 KHz in order for them to become 
audible.  
     One aspect of space science that has grown popular 
recently is that of planet hunting. There are a myriad of 
exoplanetary systems where thousands of planets are being 
found, over 5000 found to date and 1800 confirmed as 
planets [20], [21]. The model of the solar system alone is 
already a rich and vast playground of possibilities and 
overwhelming amounts of data. In order to plough through 
this vast sea of information an efficient and effective means 
of data analysis has to be utilised. The use of sound could 
not only facilitate this process and reduce the amount of 
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time needed to make these analyses, but also allows the 
listener to create mental images [8] and transport users onto 
for example, planetary surfaces, nebulae clouds and black 
holes.  
      By building an effective sonification of the solar system 
it can act as a prototype for building sonifications for 
exosolar planetary systems. The Planetarium model not 
only works as an educational tool for people who are not 
familiar with astronomy but it also acts as an indication that 
if people who are not familiar with the space sciences can 
discern what the sonification parameters represent then this 
would mean that a sonification designed for astro scientists 
using an end user approach may have more positive results.  
2. METHOD
2.1. Participants 
In order to design the sonification of the planets the user, in 
this case a planetarium representative, was involved in the 
data gathering process. An interview was conducted with a 
trained scientist and teacher.  
      For the testing of the sonification 11 people from the 
general public were interviewed, together with the 
representative from the planetarium. For the experiment 9 
males and 3 females participated in the experiment with 
ages ranging from 24 to 56. 
2.2. Materials 
The data gathering interview was part multiple choice and 
part interview, where further questions were asked about 
the parameters addressed through multiple choice. Audio 
recordings were made of the interview to be later 
transcribed. 
      The testing of the sonified model took place at various 
locations, as no central meeting place could be found, and 
to better accommodate the participants’ different schedules. 
The participants were sat down amidst four speakers, two in 
front and two behind their heads, at close proximity. The 
choice of four speakers was determined by the fact that the 
planetarium would be using 5.1 surround system where 
surround sound would only be working on a flat plain with 
no up and down movement. Volume levels were kept 
within a safe range below 85dBA SPL (Peak) and were 
controlled by the sound designer. The sound designer 
triggered and manipulated sound live from a DAW using a 
MIDI controller. The participants were given a 
questionnaire; the first 4 sections were multiple-choice 
questions on which the respondents marked their choices, 
whereas the fifth section contained open-ended interview 
style questions, which were audio recorded and transcribed.   
2.3. Design 
Questions for the data-gathering interview were based on 
information found on a planetary fact sheet by NASA [22].  
The resultant sonified model would be a sonic 
representation of 8 planets and their orbital revolutions 
around the listener who would be situated in the position of 
the Sun.  
      Other questions were also added to the interview. 
Physical properties such as rock, gas, ice, liquid, metal and 
fire were included. These elements would be used in order 
to distinguish between one planet and another. The model 
would be represented on a 4 channel surround system 
working on a flat plane configuration (no up and down 
movements) and would be working as an audio visual 
presentation.  
      Questions that related to the mechanics of the model 
were also included. The model could be speeded up or 
slowed down so that planets that revolve around the sun 
either at very slow or at fast speeds could be regulated. 
There was also the idea of being able to ‘zoom in and zoom 
out’ to a specific planet. This would mean that the planet 
would be brought closer to the listener by turning up the 
volume and making the timbre much brighter to replicate 
the impression that closer objects are louder and clearer 
than further objects. MaasØ [23] describes this 
phenomenon in relation to the human voice and its relation 
to the three acoustic characteristics related to distance i.e. 
volume, timbre and reverberation. He referred to how 
listening is more precise on a horizontal level but less 
accurate at estimating distance. Listeners have difficulties 
distinguishing whether a sound is coming from 7 or 8 feet 
away but it can easily distinguish between sounds that are 9 
inches or 9 feet away. By adjusting the three acoustic 
characteristics mentioned it is possible to suggest a sense of 
distance.  
2.4. Procedure 
In Section 1 the planetarium representative was asked to 
grade the importance of each parameter. The grading was 
based on a five-point scale running from not important (1) 
through to very important (5).  Parameters that were graded 
1 or 2 were left out of the model. These parameters were 
Orbital eccentricity, planet surface pressure, the global 
magnetic field of a planet, perihelion and aphelion and 
rings of a planet. An exception was made in relation to 
Saturn’s rings that are the planets most distinct 
characteristic. Planetary rings had not qualified as an 
inclusive parameter. Section 2 clarified which of the 
parameters graded at score 3 were actually important to the 
planetarium since the questions delved into more detail. 
Parameters that scored 4 or 5 were to be included. Some of 
the parameters that were given importance for the model 
were not direct parameters that could be sonically 
represented that easily. For example, diameter could not be 
directly represented as a sonification parameter. It would 
have to be represented as the size of the planet in the sound 
design through pitch. A total of 17 questions out of the 19 
attributes mentioned in the NASA planetary fact sheet were 
included in this section. Five parameters were excluded 
from the final model and 12 parameters were included.  
        In the case of the testing of the model participants had 
to answer a number of multiple choice questions which 
were designed in order to identify whether users were able 
to discern what the sonification was representing and to 
grade accordingly. They were not told which planets they 
would be listening to. In Section 1 part i participants were 
asked about the planet Mercury, Section 1 part ii Venus, 
Section 2 Earth and Mars combined and Section 3 Jupiter, 
Saturn, Uranus and Neptune combined.  
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2.5. Development of Model 
2.5.1. Parameter Mapping 
Pitch was used to reflect the size of the planets. The scale 
ran between the notes C4 for Mercury (the smallest planet) 
and C2 Jupiter (the largest planet) the other planets were 
designated as follows: - Venus B3, Earth G3, Mars A3, 
Saturn D2, Uranus E2 and Neptune F2.  
      Sound design elements were used to represent 
atmospheric conditions, temperatures, air pressure, climate 
conditions etc. of each planet [24] [25]. Virtual synthesizers 
were used to create the sounds in the sound design process, 
which gave more flexibility than samples.  
      Each planet was also assigned with a low pass filter on 
each channel of the DAW that could be controlled 
manually during the experiment by using a MIDI controller 
allowing parameters such as cut off on the low pass filter to 
be altered live. This allowed the timbre to be manipulated 
during testing. Volume control was also controlled 
manually. The reason for not automating these parameters 
was so that the sound designer could create the zoom effect 
during the experiment. 
      Rhythm was linked to pulses representing the radio 
waves that are emitted by the planets. Tempo was related to 
the ability to speed up and slow down the model. This was 
not given importance by the representative of the 
planetarium. By speeding or slowing down the tempo one 
can hear faster planets more clearly and understand their 
orbits with more appreciation. A case in point is Mercury 
which only takes 88 days to orbit the Sun. On the other 
hand, at normal speed the very slow planets such as 
Neptune only get to revolve once around the surround 
sound system and therefore had to be speeded up so that the 
listener could hear the orbit of Neptune a couple of times 
around the sun. It takes Neptune approximately 165 years 
to orbit the sun once [24]. A visual model working on the 
same principle can be found at solarsystemscope.com [26].  
      A scale was created in order to represent the different 
speeds and celestial movements of the planets’ orbits. 
When one observes various visual representations of the 
solar system it becomes evident that these representations 
are not according to scale. The number of orbits for each 
planet was worked out over 3 minutes running at a tempo 
of 5.33 seconds in a measure. Within the 3 minutes all 8 
planets of the solar system would have at least looped 
around the sun once. Neptune the furthest of the planets 
only makes one revolution within this scale but this 
represents how slow Neptune actually is. In 2011 the planet 
completed one orbit since the date of its discovery [27]. 
Table 2 indicates how much time it takes each planet in 
order to make one revolution around the sun, and how these 
data have been sonified. 
Table 2:  Temporal Scale of planetary orbits [28] 
Planet Sonified time in minutes 
Actual orbits in 
Earth days/ months/ 
years 
Mercury 0.075 88 days 
Venus 0.10 224.7 days 
Earth 0.15 365 days 
Mars 0.22 1 Year 11 months 
Jupiter 0.43 11.9 Years 
Saturn 1.05 29.7 Years 
Uranus 1.53 84.3 Years 
Neptune 2.55 164.8 Years 
The orbit was replicated by a surround panner which sent 
the sound through four outputs of a soundcard and was 
transmitted through a quadraphonic configuration. Every 
planet was automated so that it would move through the 
surround in accordance to the planet’s speed. 
The actual sonifications of each planet and of the solar 
system can be heard [29]: -  
3. RESULTS
3.1.  Results from the Data Gathering Interview 
The parameters density, diameter of the planet, gravity, 
length of day of a planet, orbital period, mean temperature 
of the planet’s surface and orbital velocity were given most 
importance by the planetarium representative (PR). 
      The parameters Mass of a planetary body, Distance 
from the Sun, Ability to zoom in and out on a planet, 
Atmospheric Characteristics were given less importance by 
PR but would still be included in the model. 
Orbital eccentricity, planetary surface pressure, ring 
system, global magnetic field and Perihelion and Aphelion 
were to be excluded from the model.  
      There were 20 questions in section 2 and the replies 
were related to Timbre: - Closer planets are clearer than 
more distant ones (proximity), Rhythm/ Duration: - 
Would represent the radio wave pulse emissions from 
planets, Tempo: - Variable speed of the planetary 
movements by altering the BPM in the DAW, Pitch: - 
Smaller planets are higher in pitch than larger planets, 
Loudness: - Closer planets are louder than more distant 
ones (proximity), Reverberation: - Would represent 
distance.  
3.2. Results from Testing the Sonification Model 
3.2.1. Interpretation of the characteristics of Mercury 
The first planet that the participants were asked to discern 
was information about the planet Mercury. The sonification 
of this planet was quite successful and participants were 
able to discern many of the planets characteristics. It is 
important to note that the listeners had no prior reference or 
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baseline to which they could associate to or compare and 
they were not told which planet or planets they would be 
listening to throughout the experiment. Considering this 
factor participants were still able to discern the planets size, 
gravitational influence and atmosphere successfully. The 
planet was deemed by P2, P4, P5, P6, P7 and P8 as being of 
an average size and not a large one. P2, P6, P7, P8 and P9 
discerned the gravitational pull as being of average 
strength. Almost all the participants except for P2 were able 
to discern Mercury’s Magneto Sphere as one the planets 
main attributes and participants P1, P5, P6, P9, P10 and 
P11 were able to determine a lack of atmosphere or 
atmospheric conditions which is a precise discernment 
considering that Mercury does not have an atmosphere but 
instead has something called an exosphere made up of 
atoms which are blasted off its surface by solar radiation 
[27].  
3.2.2. Interpretation of the characteristics of Venus 
Venus was poorly represented sonically as a planet and 
listeners were not able to discern that many characteristics 
successfully. The only parameters that the participants were 
able to discern correctly was the strength of Venus’s 
gravitational pull. P1, P2, P3, P4, P9 and P11 could also 
successfully discern that Venus was a larger planet than 
Mercury and that Venus is close to the sun (P3, P4, P5, P6, 
P9, P10, and P11). Participants scored poorly with regards 
to the planets type were Venus was designated as an Icy 
planet of cold temperatures and of mild atmospheric 
conditions (P1, P3, P4, P5, P6, P7, P8, P11 and PR). The 
sound design for a fiery planet like Venus was suggested by 
PR and was described as a ‘chime-like popping’ sound. It 
was probably the metallic properties of the sound that gave 
the impression of Venus being a cold icy planet. PR had 
also felt that the planet was of an average temperature like 
many of the other participants. This gives a further 
indication that the sound design for this planet is ineffective 
and has to be revised.  
3.2.3. Interpretation of the characteristics of Earth & 
Mars 
The overall discernment between the two planets of Earth 
and Mars was fairly successful although there were slight 
problems with the sound design of Mars that had a negative 
effect on the results with regards to parameters concerning 
the planets’ size. Participants P1, P3, P5, P7, P8, P10 and 
PR could successfully determine that both planets were 
close to each other and that there were slight differences in 
size between the two planets (P4, P6, P7 and P9). The only 
problem was that participants P1, P2, P3, P6, P7, P8, P9 
and P11 mistakenly deemed Mars as being bigger than the 
Earth. With regards to characteristics P1, P4, P5, P6, P7, P9 
and PR were able to determine that Earth had rocky and 
liquid characteristics but were unable to successfully 
discern Mars as being a Rocky planet except for PR who 
was the only candidate to designate Mars as being a rocky 
planet. The sound design of Mars gave the impression of 
being a larger and colder planet with ice qualities due to the 
horn like qualities that were used for the sound design. The 
metallic quality of the sound gave the impression of 
coldness and the depth of the sound gave the wrong 
impression of largeness. The sound design for the planet 
Mars would have to be revised.  
3.2.4. Interpretation of the characteristics of Jupiter, 
Saturn, Uranus & Neptune 
In this section participants were asked to listen to the four 
planets of Jupiter, Saturn Uranus and Neptune 
simultaneously. The planets were introduced to the listeners 
one by one and then left to play at the same time for 
approximately three minutes. The results of this section 
were quite successful. This part of the listening experiment 
clearly indicated that P1, P2, P3, P5, P7, P8, P10, P11 and 
PR were able to hear different characteristics 
simultaneously and to be able to discern differences 
between the planets and recognize various characteristics 
from each planet. P1, P2, P3, P4, P5, P6, P10 and P11 
found the experience of listening to four planets at the same 
time to be immersive. P2, P3, P5, P7, P8, P10, P11 and PR 
were able to distinguish the orbits of each planet clearly.
Table 3 indicates the answers that participants gave for 
questions 4, 5 and 6 where for example in question 4 
participants were asked to indicate how many planets they 
thoughts were either rock, ice, liquid, gas or fiery by 
writing down a number which would range from 1 to 4. In 
Question 5 the listeners had to distinguish how many 
planets’ were small, medium or large in size and in 
question 6 the participants had to work out the orbit speeds 
of the four planets by stating how many planets were 
orbiting at a fast, average or slow rate.  
Table 3:  Question 4 -6 Reported instances of parameters 

























Rock 1 2 1 1 1 2 1 1 1 1 
Ice 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
Liquid 1 1 2 1 1 1 1 1 
Gas 1 1 2 1 1 1 1 2 
Fire 1 1 1 1 1 2 
5 
Small 1 1 2 1 2 1 1 2 
Medium 2 1 2 2 1 1 2 1 1 2 1 2 
Large 2 2 1 2 3 2 1 1 1 2 
6 
Fast 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 2 2 
Average 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 1 2 2 1 
Slow 1 1 1 1 1 1 2 2 1 1 2 
3.2.5. General interpretation of all eight planets playing 
simultaneously 
In this last part of the listening experiment the participants 
were asked to listen to all eight planets at the same time. 
The sound of each planet was triggered at the same time 
and was left to play for approximately three and a half 
minutes. In this section participants were asked more 
general questions related to main aesthetics. P2, P3, P4, P5, 
P8, P10, P11 and PR found that the soundscape was 
immersive and P1, P6 and P9 found that the sonification 
had a musical quality to it. P1, P3, P4, P5, P6, P9, P11 and 
PR found it to be harmonious and P2 and P8 found it 
familiar. There was only one participant, P7 that found the 
soundscape to be confusing. The listeners were then asked 
to determine whether or not they could follow differences 
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in orbit speeds, planet size, proximity and climate. Table 4 
indicates the scores for these parameters. From the table the 
parameter climate is the least one that listeners were able to 
distinguish due to all the different sounds that were 
happening at once. Proximity was the characteristic mostly 
discerned by the listeners where they were able to perceive 
planets that were closer and others that were further away. 
Finally the participants were asked to classify the quality of 
the sound design ranging from poor to good. Most of the 
participants found the sound design to be good. P7 and P10 
found it to be fair while P9 graded it as not bad.  

























Orbit . . . . . . . 
Size . . . . . . . 
Speed . . . . . . . . . 
Proximity . . . . . . . . . . 
Climate . . . . . 
3.2.6. The Interview 
In question 1 participants were asked the reason for the 
rating they had given the model in section 4. The 
participants generally commented that they found the 
model to be immersive, it gave a good idea of spatiality, 
that the sounds of the planets were distinct but at the same 
time there was a balance between them, and that the sounds 
evoked images of planets and planetary landscapes.  
      In the second question the participants were asked to 
elaborate upon what they liked about the model. In general 
participants liked the distinction between the planets, and 
the amount and quality of the detail that were portrayed by 
the sounds. PR was impressed by the way that proximity 
was presented and how through immersion one felt that 
something was coming closer or moving away. 
      In question 3 participants were asked what they disliked 
about the model. There were certain resonances from one 
particular planet that did disturb some of the participants, 
P6 and P7 were particularly bothered by this. PR said that 
there were times when it got confusing. Rather than being 
an element of dislike it was more a matter of losing focus 
and not being able to discern the detail anymore.  
      Question four asked the participants how they would 
create their own sound design of the solar system. Many of 
the participants felt that they were unable to answer this 
question due to a lack of knowledge regarding the subject 
of sound design. Other participants such as P3, P4, P6, P7, 
P10 and P11 picked up on points relating to using the size 
and representing the dimensionality by using pitch or using 
smaller sounds for smaller planets and larger sounds for 
larger planets. PR replied the following:   
“… I think you got it quite right according to my ideas 
and tastes...” 
      Question 5 asked participants whether they thought the 
sound design was an effective tool for representing data and 
question 6 asked whether sound design could enhance 
visual presentation of planets and whether the participants 
would use sound to represent the planets. All the 
participants including the PR agreed that sonification was 
an effective tool for representing data in one way or another 
and all felt that that sound would enhance the visual 
experience.  
      Only P10 disagreed that sound could be used as a 
scientific tool due to its subjective nature. P10 did agree 
that sound enhances the visual and could be used 
effectively to that extent. P8 and P11 felt that sonification 
helps to make scientific data accessible to the layman. This 
was a valid point especially when considered in the case of 
a planetarium where the users will not necessarily be 
knowledgeable about the planets. P3 made an interesting 
comment by stating that sound is a language that can be 
taught. Once sound has semantic value then discernment of 
data can be comprehended more easily by the listener and 
can be relayed to other listeners more effectively. P5, P9, 
P10 and PR found that sound acts as an effective memory 
tag and would also enhance visual memory much more. 
The general feeling was that sonification creates immersion 
that allows the listener to be drawn into the data and to 
share a more intuitive response to it.  
4. DISCUSSION
4.1. The Subjectivity of Sound 
In reference to Hegarty [30] where an isolated sound is 
important to guide the listener. If the listener is unable to 
create the suitable mental image through the sonification 
then it is ineffective.  
      Should sonification follow strict parameters where 
certain sounds always represent certain characteristics? 
This reminds us of Hermann’s [31] comments that there 
were no specific guidelines determining how sonification is 
made. This remains to be a question of ‘for and against’ in 
the auditory display community. Let us take for example 
the high pitched and timbre sounds that seemed to evoke 
feelings of coldness in the participants of this experiment. 
There is an apparent trend in relation to sounds of this 
nature and the images they evoke in the listener. If further 
testing does indicate that the majority of participant’s 
related high frequency sounds to a feeling of coldness, then 
this could become a standardised representation of this 
sensation. This makes the sonification reproducible, that the 
system can be used with different data and in repetition 
with the same data Hermann [31].  
      Although sound is subjective and everyone experiences 
it in their own way, there are common elements that work 
collectively [32]. There are various examples from the 
results that show common elements that the participants 
were able to discern. Idhe [33] emphasizes that the listener 
should be aware that one’s beliefs will determine ones 
perspective of the sound and that the listener should listen 
to the sound itself. The beginning of the test might have 
induced a form of listening that searched for association 
since the null existence of one automatically caused the 
listeners to create an internal marking scale that they could 
relate to in order to be able to perceive the first planets that 
they listened to. As the test proceeded participants became 
more confident in their listening abilities. P10 had stated 
that the subjectivity of sound would not allow it to be an 
efficient scientific tool, but sound is measurable and it is 
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mathematical making it an efficient tool for representing 
numerical data.  
4.2. Human Hearing vs. Parameter Mapping 
Sonification  
The parameters of hearing given by Levitin [10] and the 
sonification parameters mentioned by Dubus and Bresin [3] 
in relation to hearing are loudness, pitch, contour, rhythm, 
tempo, timbre and reverberation and the sonification 
mappings in relation to these parameters are compared.  
      Participants could discern particular parameters because 
these sounds were mapped in accordance with the way in 
which human hearing works. In the case of proximity 
participants scored high. When the planets were played 
individually they were brought closer or taken further away 
from the listener by reducing the timbre and amplitude.  
      In the case of rhythm, listeners were able to relate to the 
orbits of the planets and to distinguish between the different 
speeds that the different orbits were moving at in 
comparison to each other rather than in comparison to the 
sun. Elements of reverberation were not emphasized in the 
testing and participants were not asked about it in the 
questionnaire.  
      Contour would be related to the participant’s ability to 
hear the model as a whole. Eight participants, including the 
planetarium representative, heard the model as harmonious 
and two others heard it to be familiar. These participants 
were able to hear the overall impression created by the 
sound of all eight planets playing and to take it in as one 
whole composition.  
      Pitch was calculated by participants in relation to each 
other. This meant that one planet always had to act as the 
baseline for the others to be compared to. When planets 
were played individually it was difficult to guess the size, 
especially in the case of the very first planet where there 
was nothing to compare it to.  
      Regarding the human hearing vs. parameter mapping of 
sonification when considering the positive results from the 
test and especially since the participants had no visual aid, 
guidance or even a comparative baseline then it can be 
concluded that the parameter mapping was successful.   
4.3. The End User Approach 
In this research and in research carried out by Diaz Merced 
et al. [14] no sonifications have been found that have been 
tested with the end user in the field of Space sciences. Diaz 
Merced et al. [14] have been designing the sonification 
software xSonify over the years and the final improvements 
made to the program have been made by involving the end 
user in the process.  
      There is one common aim in both studies that is clearly 
defined in the Diaz Merced et al. [14] report. The 
sonification must act as a common platform where blind 
and sighted people can be aware of the same events through 
the sonification and will be able to share the similar 
knowledge of what they have achieved through the 
sonification process.  
      One difference noted between the studies is that in the 
Merced et al. [14] report there is no mention of any spatial 
representation of the sonified data. Only volume, pitch and 
timbre have been mentioned as the parameters within which 
the sonification is made. The planetarium model gave 
importance to the spatial element. The spatial element helps 
to create immersion as was seen in the experiment carried 
out by Turner et al. [34] where a sense of a place was 
simulated in another place successfully. This is the level of 
immersion that can be achieved by using a surround 
configuration and also allows parameters to be mapped out 
more easily. For space data exploration this could be 
essential as multiple layers of data can be distributed in 
ways that make the data easier to listen to. Sterne [4] states 
that hearing immerses its subjects, it also places the listener 
inside an event and vision gives perspective. 
5. CONCLUSION
It is interesting to note that this listening experiment was 
conducted on an audience of non-scientific people whose 
knowledge of astronomy is limited and yet they were able 
to discern a lot of detail from the model. The people were 
not involved in the sound design process itself. It is also not 
known how much knowledge the participants actually had 
with regards to the solar system. The planetary 
representative was able to determine characteristics more 
precisely because he was more knowledgeable about the 
subject and because he was involved in the sound design 
process too. If the lay person was able to determine so 
many details of the sound design without any prior 
guidance or knowledge of what they were listening to then 
this reflects that sonification is an effective means of 
representing data. With a couple of adjustments that would 
have to be made in order to address the problems with 
certain aspects of the sound design with regards to Venus 
and Mars then the Solar System model could then act as a 
comparative model for exosolar planetary systems. This is 
the same approach that is usually employed by scientists by 
comparing exosolar systems to our solar system in order to 
determine how these planetary systems work. If the 
sonification of a planetary system could be conducted with 
Astro scientists as the end user and where the sonification is 
specifically designed and mapped out according to their 
needs then they may be able to determine much more from 
such a sonification model and to be able to use it efficiently 
as a scientific tool. If the sonification is used with a visual 
component then the effectiveness of any solar planetary 
model will be enhanced. 
As future work there are improvements that need to be 
made with regards to the sound design of certain planets. 
Once the sound design has been arranged testing can start 
again and a fresh batch of participants can be chosen in 
order to widen the sample to see what works and what does 
not and a more consistent sonified model of the solar 
system can be built and can also find use outside the 
planetarium market. The model of the solar system can act 
as a guideline or basis so that further sonifications for exo-
solar planetary systems can be built and can also be used as 
a comparative model against exo-solar systems. The work 
on exo-solar planetary systems will be aimed at Astro 
scientists that work in the field of exo-solar planetary 
science. The sonification can be used as a scientific tool 
which the scientists can use in order to analyse large 
portions of data and to find similar patterns or differences 
between the different systems.  
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